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main channel length L varies as the square root of the network magnitude

m, i. e.,

L= p. 2", - (1)

where ., as the scale factor, denotes the mean link length. "it has been

rigorously proved for constant link lengths, [Waymire, Water Resour.

Res., 25(5), 1989] and for exponentially distributed-ik lengthsi[Gupta

et al., J. Appi. Prob., 1990]. The results in Gupta et al. [1990]

suggested that eq. (1) should be true under broad mathematical conditions

on link length probability distributions, e.g., when their variance is

finite, regardless of the parametric form of these distributions. This

suggestion has since been verified rigorously. The results will appear in

a forthcoming article by Durrett, Kesten, and Waymire, [J. Theoretical

Prot., 1990]. In this senise, eq. (1) exhibits universality.
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1. OBJECTIVE5:

The proposea research had two broad obiectives. Thece objectives, as stated in

the proposal, were:

(1) [NETWORK HYDRAULIC-GEOMETRY AND RUNOFF PRODUCTION] To seek

analytical generalizations of the current theory of channel networks

which include hydraulic-geometric variables, e.g., channel widths,

depths, gradients, velocities, streamflows, etc. This will require
theoretical studies of channel networks in three-dimensional space,

taking into account both elevation and horizontal spatial dimensions.

(I I) [MESOSCALE CLIMATE] To undertake analytical and empirical studies of

intermittency and 'statistical self-similarity' in space-time rainfall
intensity at natural basin scales.

2. MAIN FINDINGS AND RESULTS

Amon 0 the most important themes which are central to this entire research

effort is an understanding of the scaling invariance property in spatial



variability of channel network geometry, river runoff and rainfall.    This theme 

provided the focus for our research during this period. 

OBJECTIVE I 

Our research on this objective was directed toward a mathematical 

understanding of the empirical main channel length-area relationship for 

river networks based on the two postulates of the random model. The most 

significant analytical finding was that, up to a scale factor, the average 

main channel length L varies as the square root of the network magnitude 

m,   i.e., 

L = u-2V^Vrr7 (1) 

where p., as the scale factor, denotes the mean link length. It has been 

rigorously proved for constant link lengths [Waymire, Water Resour. 

Res., 25(5), 1989] and for exponentially distributedltnk lengths [Gupta 

et al., J. Appt. Prob., 1990]. The results in Gupta et al. [1990] 

suggested that eq. (1) should be true under broad mathematical conditions 

on link length probability distributions, e.g., when their variance is 

finite, regardless of the parametric form of these distributions. This 

suggestion has since been verified rigorously. The results will appear in 

a forthcoming article by Durrett, Kesten, and Waymire, [J. Theoretical 

Prorj1., 1990].   In this sense, eq. (1) exhibits universality. 

The empirical findings of Hack, Müller, etc., however, show that the 

exponent of network magnitude is about .57, rather than 1/2 as predicted 

above by the random model. An explanation of this discrepancy is being 

explored by us in different directions. As a follow-up to the results 

contained in Durrett et al. [1990] one direction is to explore if a scaling 

invariance property (simple or multiscating) in link lengths can explain 

the observed departure from 1/2 in the empirical main channel length- 

magnitude relationship. For instance, simple scaling behavior has been 

recently discovered by us in link heights [Gupta and Waymire, Water 

Resour. Res., 25(3), 1989].    It's generalizations to multiscaling    are 



being investigated in spatial rainfall, river flows, and river networks, as 

explained below. 

Wang and Wayrnire [1989] proved a central limit theorem for the Horton 

bifurcation ratio. This can assist in estimating departures from the 

average value of the bifurcation ratio in empirical observations. 

OBJECTIVE 

River basins span a broad range of spatial scales ranging from about 

10~1 to about 106 km2. So from the view point of predictions from 

ungaged basins it is necessary to understand and model the spatial 

variability in rainfall and river flows over this range of scale. In our 

earlier work [Cadavid, MS Thesis, Univ. of Mississippi, 1988] it was 

first observed that instantaneous peak flows do not obey" ^statistical self- 

similarity or simple   scaling.     Likewise, arguments have been  made 

against self-similarity of spatial rainfall in the recent literature. Since 

then, we have been looking into the ways to generalize simple scaling to 

the so-called multi-scaling and test it on some data. The first step 

towards this generalization is taken in the forthcoming article by Gupta 

and Wayrnire [J.   Geophys. Res.,1990]. 

Suppose that peak flows obey multi-scaling in space. Moreover, suppose 

that link slopes in a river network obey statistical self-similarity [Gupta 

and"Waymire, Water Resources Research, 25(3), 1989] with a scaling 

exponent 9. The problem is to predict 9 in terms of the scaling 

exponents appearing in flows and test these predictions against the value 

computed directly from channel network data. The first steps towards 

solving this problem are taken by Kapoor [M.S. Thesis, Univ. of 

Mississippi, 1989]. He formulated a notion of uniform power 

distribution over a network in dynamic equilibrium (motivated by the 

ideas of Gilbert) and applied this concept to predict the exponent 9 using 

flow data from Brandywine Creek in Pennsylvania. The predicted value 

compares favorably with the values of 9 computed by Gupta and Wayrnire 

[1989] for four river basins. This line of investigation also provides the 

first major step towards linking network geometry with flows.   This will 
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play an important role in solving the problem of prediction from ungaged
basins.
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